
 
 
Thank you for your purchase of the Jackpot Stainless Steel X-Over full size crossover for 09-up FLH models. We’ve manufactured this 
component using only the highest quality material and craftsmanship. This crossover is designed to work with the Jackpot XXX and 
2/1/2 head pipe as well as the OEM Harley head pipe. If you have any questions, please contact us at 877-729-4754 Toll Free or 920-
423-3309 Local/Outside USA. 
 
 

FM-14-XO Jackpot X-Over Crossover pipe 
FM-12-G Billet Gasket where applicable 

 
INSTALLATION – X-OVER CROSSOVER   

 

1. Remove left muffler. 
2. Loosen clamp on factory crossover and unbolt hanger clamp. 
3. Remove factory crossover pipe.   
4. Remove OEM hanger bracket (this will not be reused) 
5. Install supplied hanger on Jackpot X-Over pipe 
6. If you are using the Jackpot 2/1/2 or OEM head pipe insert the Jackpot Billet gasket into the inlet of the X-Over pipe 

Note: if you have the Jackpot XXX head pipe you will not use a gasket, the X-Over pipe clamps to the head pipe 
directly providing a positive seal 

7. Place the clamp on the inlet of the X-Over and install the pipe onto the outlet of the head pipe, because this pipe has 
compound bends it is best to install it with the outlet toward the ground and once it is connected you can simply rotate it into 
place.  

8. Align and secure the Jackpot bracket using the factory mounting bolt, note the bracket is slotted which allows a wide range of 
adjustment.  

9. Install left muffler, remove heat shield from OEM crossover and install on Jackpot X-Over  
10. Check all clearances including oil pan, drive belt, etc. and adjust if necessary. Tighten X-Over mount and stainless band 

clamp.  
 

 

Note: the Jackpot X-Over allows approx ¼” less under chassis clearance than the factory crossover and may affect ground clearance 
very slightly, especially on models lowered beyond factory specifications. 
 

Contact Fuel Moto for Tuning, Warranty, and/or service information at 877-729-4754.  Or e-mail:  jamie@fuelmotousa.com 
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